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1. IntroductionLet X be an arbitrary �nite set. We start with a collection of bases and mean by that anysubset IB of 2X with the property that, for any A;B 2 IB, A � B implies A = B. We denote byII = II(IB) the completion of IB under subset formation, calling its elements the independent sets.We denote by SS = SS(IB) the completion of IB under superset formation, calling its elements thespanning sets.We also consider R := IR[X];the ring of polynomials (with real coe�cients) in the elements of X. In particular, we can identifyeach subset A of X with the corresponding monomial Qx2A x (or else, more carefully, write mAfor it, as do [DDM]).Let S be a real linear space, let ` : X! L(S) : x 7! `xbe some map into the space of linear maps on S, and assume that its images commute. Then, theassociation X� 7! Yx2X `�(x)xextends, by linearity, to a ring-homomorphismR! L(S) : p 7! p(`):Further, set(1:1) AA := AA(IB) := fA � X : 8fB 2 IBg A \B 6= ;g:The joint kernel(1:2) K(IB) := \A2AAkerYx2A `xis of interest. The speci�c goal is the identi�cation of conditions under which the inequality(1:3) dimK(IB) � XB2IB dimK(fBg)holds, as well as conditions under which there is equality here.These questions have been studied by several authors (cf. [DM1], [DM2], [S], [JRS], [RJS],[DDM] and [BRS]) in the case that all elements of IB have the same cardinality. In this note, wetake up these questions without such assumption of equicardinality, as is also done in [DDM].Speci�cally, we show (in Section 3) that the results of [BRS] concerning dimK(IB) and involv-ing something called the IE-condition there are valid even if IB is not equicardinal. These resultsrely on induction on #IB, relating the dimension of K(IB) to the dimension of K(IBjx) and ofK(IBnx). Here, IBjx := fB 2 IB : x 2 Bg; IBnx := fB 2 IB : x 62 Bg:More generally, for any subsets Y and Z of X, we setIBjY := fB 2 IB : Y � Bg; IBnZ := fB 2 IB : Z \B = ;g = fB 2 IB : B � (XnZ)g:1



Note that these two operations, of restriction and deletion, commute.In the process, we abandon the IE-condition of [BRS] in favor of something we call the tree-condition which, in the equicardinal case, was shown in [BRS] to be equivalent to the IE-conditionbut which we now �nd much handier to use, even in the equicardinal case. The necessary detailsare developed in Section 2.In Section 4, we compare the results of Section 3 with the related results in the �nal versionof [DDM]. In particular, we relate our tree-condition to a basic condition used (but not named) in[DDM] which we dub here the shell-condition and which is shown in [DS] to be the most generalcondition under which one can hope to prove (1.3) inductively.The relevant argument in [DDM] starts with the observation thatK(IB) = \p2I ker p(`);with(1:4) I := I(IB) := ideal(AA)the ideal generated by the A 2 AA. This makes it possible to exploit the isomorphism betweenK(IB) and the space hom(R=I; S) of R-homomorphisms. We recast our results into this language,in order to facilitate the comparison of results.2. Placeability and the tree-conditionThe concepts of placeability, the IE set, the IE-condition, and the IE-tree were introduced, inthat order, in [BRS] under the assumption that all the elements of IB have the same cardinality.However, an examination of the development in [BRS] and of the proofs of the major results showsthat the equicardinality of IB is not used.De�nition 2.1. We say that Y is placeable into B if Y [ C 2 IB for some C � B. If Y isplaceable into every B 2 IB, then we say that Y is placeable (in IB), or, IB-placeable.We note that, in contrast to [BRS], we do not assume in this de�nition that #Y = #(BnC).E.g., with IB = ffag; fb; cgg, a is IB-placeable.De�nition 2.2. A IB-tree is any binary tree with the following properties:(i) The nodes are of the form IBjY nZ for certain Y , Z � X with Y \ Z = ;.(ii) Each node is either a leaf, in which case it contains fewer than 2 elements, or else, it is thedisjoint union of its two children, IBjY [bnZ and IBjY nZ[b (the latter may possibly be empty),for some b 2 Xn(Y [ Z).(iii) IB is the root of this tree.The nonempty leaves of a IB-tree constitute the partition of IB into its elements.De�nition 2.3. A IB-tree is placeable if, for each of its nodes, the element used to split thatnode is placeable in that node.We say that IB satis�es the tree-condition if there is a placeable IB-tree.Since the tree-condition involves placeability within each node, any branch of a placeable tree isitself placeable. Hence, any node of a placeable IB-tree satis�es itself the tree-condition. Conversely,if b is placeable, and both IBjb and IBnb satisfy the tree-condition, then so does IB.A placeable IB-tree is what is called an IE-tree in [BRS] except for the more general de�nition2.1 of placeability used here, and for the fact that empty nodes are allowed here. The latter is aconvenience in certain proofs. However, we also have the following.2



Proposition 2.4. If IB 6= ; satis�es the tree-condition, then there is a placeable IB-tree withoutany empty nodes.Proof: Any IB-tree is necessarily �nite since each node is associated with its distinct pair(Y;Z) of disjoint subsets of X, and X is �nite. Hence, it is su�cient to prove that the tree obtainedfrom a placeable IB-tree by removal of an empty node is again a placeable IB-tree. But this isobvious since IBjY [bnZ = IBjY nZ in case IBjY nZ[b is empty.Proposition 2.5. If IB satis�es the tree-condition, then, for arbitrary x 2 X, so does IBnx.Proof: It is su�cient to show that the tree, obtained from the placeable IB-tree by remov-ing all B 2 IBjx, is a placeable IBnx-tree. For this, consider the e�ect of this action on the nodeIBjY nZ of our IB-tree.There is no di�culty with nodes which are entirely outside IBjx as they will be unchanged.There is also no di�culty with nodes which are reduced to fewer than 2 elements.This leaves the nodes which will be reduced but still contain at least 2 elements. For this tohappen, our node cannot be a leaf, i.e., it is being split by some node-placeable b, and we must havex 2 Xn(Y [Z). If x = b, then the node is simply replaced by its right child, IBjY nZ[x = (IBnx)jY nZ ,and there is no problem. In the contrary case, we note that b is still placeable in the reduced nodesince there is, for every B in the reduced node (IBnx)jY nZ , some B0 in the unreduced node of theform B0 = Y [b with Y � B and, since b 6= x, this B0 cannot contain x, hence is also in the reducednode.We now relate the tree-condition to what was called the IE-condition in [BRS]. For this, wesingle out the following subset of 2X.De�nition 2.6. Let IF = IF(IB) be the collection of all those C � X satisfying the following twoconditions:(a) C is IB-placeable;(b) IBjC satis�es the tree-condition.Corollary 2.7. If C 2 IF(IB), then, for arbitrary x 2 XnC with IBnx 6= ;, C 2 IF(IBnx).Proof: Since C is placeable, there exists, for arbitrary B 2 IB, some B0 = C [Y 2 IB withY � B. If now B 2 IBnx, then x 62 Y , while x 62 C by assumption, hence x 62 B0, i.e., B0 2 IBnx.Thus, C is IBnx-placeable. Further, IBnxjC satis�es the tree-condition by Proposition 2.5 since BjCsatis�es the tree-condition.Now recall the following de�nition from [BRS] which is stated and used there only for equicar-dinal IB but makes sense for more general IB since the cardinality of the elements of IB is notreferred to in the de�nition.De�nition 2.8. Let IE = IE(IB) be the collection of all C 2 II which are either in IB or else thereis some b 2 XnC, called a IB-extender for C, which satis�es the following two conditions:(i) C [ b 2 IE;(ii) if IBnb 6= ;, then C 2 IE(IBnb).It can be shown that IF = IE. However, in the sequel, we only need the fact that the set IF hasall the properties of the set IE.Theorem 2.9. Every C 2 IF(IB) is in II, and is either in IB, or else there exists some b 2 XnCwhich satis�es the following two conditions:(i) C [ b 2 IF; 3



(ii) if IBnb 6= ;, then C 2 IF(IBnb).Proof: Since any element in IF(IB) is IB-placeable, IF � II.For an arbitrary C 2 IF(IB)nIB, let b be the IBjC -placeable element which splits the node IBjC inthe placeable IBjC-tree. Then, since C is IB-placeable and b is IBjC -placeable, C [ b is IB-placeable.Also, IBjC[b, as a node in the placeable IBjC -tree, satis�es the tree-condition. This veri�es thatC [ b 2 IF, hence proves (i).Assertion (ii) follows from Corollary 2.7.3. Dimension estimatesIn this section, we point out that certain results in [BRS] concerning the dimension of the kernelK(IB) de�ned in (1.2) are valid in the present more general context of a set of bases of arbitrarycardinality. To avoid repetition, we merely state here the results in question and point out where,if at all, in the proofs given in [BRS] the present more general setup requires modi�cations.Here is the basic result.Theorem 3.1 (see [BRS: Theorem 2.16]). If y is IB-placeable, then(3:2) dimK(IB) � dimK(IBjy) + dimK(IBny);with equality if and only if `y maps K(IB) onto K(IBny).Its proof requires no modi�cation, except for the fact that it relies on the following Lemmawhose proof, however, requires no modi�cation, either.Lemma 3.3 (see [BRS: Lemma 2.15]). Let Y � X, and set YY := AA(fY g). Then, AA(IBjY ) �AA(IB) [YY, with equality if and only if Y is IB-placeable. In the latter case,K(IBjY ) = K(IB) \ \y2Y ker `y:Equality in (3.2) is equivalent to the equation`y? = fhaving solutions inK(IB) for any f 2 K(IBny). For this reason, our `-conditions, i.e., the conditionsimposed on ` under which we can derive useful statements concerning dimK(IB), are connected tothe solvability of systems of the form(3:4) (C;') : `c? = 'c; c 2 C;with C � X and ' a map into S and de�ned (at least) on C. For their statement, we need thefollowing de�nition.De�nition ([BRS]). We call the system (C;')(i) special, or, more explicitly, IB-special if 'c 2 K(IBnc), all c 2 C;(ii) compatible if `c'b = `b'c for all c; b 2 C;(iii) independent, resp. basic, if C 2 II, resp. C 2 IB.Solvability condition 3.5 (see [BRS: 3.2]). Any special compatible basic system is solvable.The main result, Theorem 3.7 below, relies on the following.4



Proposition 3.6 (see [BRS: Proposition 3.18]). If the solvability condition 3.5 holds, then,any special compatible system (C;') with C 2 IF can be extended to a special compatible basicsystem, hence has solutions in K(IB).To be sure, [BRS: Proposition 3.18] refers to the set IE rather than the set IF. However, theproof uses only those properties of IE which we showed in Theorem 2.9 to hold for IF, hence goesthrough without explicit change in the present more general context.Theorem 3.7 (see [BRS: Theorem 3.19]).(a) Assume that the solvability condition 3.5 holds. Then, for any y 2 IF, `y maps K(IB) ontoK(IBny), and(3:8) dimK(IB) = dimK(IBjy) + dimK(IBny):(b) Assume that IB satis�es the tree-condition. ThendimK(IB) � XB2IBdimK(fBg);with equality in case the solvability condition 3.5 holds.Proof: The proof for (a) in [BRS: Theorem 3.19] uses the Proposition 3.6, and, in thatconnection, makes use of the fact that fyg 2 IF implies that fyg is placeable (which is part of thede�nition of IF here), and then relies on Theorem 3.1.The statement of (b) in [BRS: Theorem 3.19] assumes that IB satis�es a certain condition(the IE-condition) and then relies on a certain proposition to deduce from this the existence of aplaceable element b for which both IBjb and IBnb also satisfy that IE-condition, thus making a proofby induction on #IB possible. In the present context, the existence of a placeable b for which bothIBjb and IBnb satisfy again the tree-condition is an immediate consequence of the assumption thatIB satis�es the tree-condition. The only possible hitch in the remainder of the proof as given in[BRS] is the fact that, in order to apply the induction hypothesis, we must be sure that both IBjband IBnb are strictly smaller than IB. While the tree-condition does not directly guarantee this,Proposition 2.4 ensures that we may always assume that our placeable IB-tree has no empty nodes.With these modi�cations, the proof for (b) in [BRS: Theorem 3.19] applies verbatim to the proofof (b) here. 4. Relation to [DDM][BRS] was written without knowledge of the �nal version of [DDM] which di�ered in signi�cantdetail from the preliminary version available to the authors of [BRS]. In particular, in the presentcontext, the �nal version has the following general results.Let(4:1) I := I(IB) := ideal(AA)be the ideal in R = IR[X] generated by the A 2 AA. ThenI(IB) = \B2IBPB ;5



with PB the prime ideal generated by (the elements of) B. Further,K(IB) = \p2I ker p(`) =: ker I;hence K(IB) is isomorphic to the linear space hom(R=I; S) of R-homomorphisms between the R-modules R=I and S, the latter an R-module viaR� S ! S : (p; s) 7! p � s := p(`)s:Indeed, take F : hom(R=I; S) ! ker I : f 7! 1f := f(1 + I). f 2 hom(R=I; S) =) f(p+ I) =f(p(1+I)) = p �f(1+I) = p �1f , hence f 2 hom(R=I; S) is entirely determined by 1f ; in particular,f = g if and only if 1f = 1g . Conclusion: F is 1-1. Also, for all p 2 I, 0 = p � 1f , hence 1f 2 ker I,i.e., F maps hom(R=I; S) 1-1 into ker I. If s 2 ker I, then fs : (p+ I) 7! p � s is well de�ned sincep 2 I implies p � s = 0, hence fs 2 hom(R=I; S) and F (fs) = s; thus F is onto.[DDM] make use of the fact that any exact sequencea(4:2) 0! N 0 ! N ! N 00 ! 0between R-modules induces a corresponding exact sequence(4:2b) 0! hom(N 00; S) ,! hom(N;S)! hom(N 0; S)!Ext1(N 00; S)! Ext1(N;S)! Ext1(N 0; S)! � � �for the corresponding spaces of R-homomorphisms to some �xed R-module S and their Ext1-spaces.In particular, for any particular r 2 RnI, we have the exact sequence0! R=(I:r) i!R=I j!R=(I +Rr)! 0;in which I:r := fp 2 R : rp 2 Ig;i : y + (I:r) 7! yr + I; j : z + I 7! z + (I +Rr):Hence, correspondingly,(4:3) dimhom(R=I; S) � dimhom(R=(I:r); S) + dimhom(R=(I +Rr); S)with equality if and only if Ext1(R=(I +Rr); S) = 0.In order to relate this to the results in [BRS] and in Section 3, we introduce the followingPlaceable-Split Condition 4.4. IB is the disjoint union of two nontrivial subsets, IB0 and IB00,and there is some L 2 AA(IB0) which meets none of the B 2 IB00, yet all its elements are placeableinto every B 2 IB00. We call IB0 the left part, and IB00 the right part, of such a split.If IB satis�es the tree-condition (see De�nition 2.2), then the placeable-split-condition is satis-�ed with IB00 = IBnb, where b is the placeable element used to split the root node of the placeableIB-tree. In this case, we can choose L = fbg.The weakest condition imposed on IB in [DDM] is the following (see [DDM: (7.6)]):6



Shell-Condition. There is an ordering (B1; B2; : : :) of the elements of IB so that, for all i < j,there exists some b 2 Bi and some i0 < j for which fbg = Bi0nBj .If IB satis�es the shell-condition, then the placeable-split condition is satis�ed with IB00 = fBgand B the last term in the ordering which �gures in the shell-condition. In this case, the set Lconsists of all the elements of XnB which are placeable into B (of which, by assumption, eachB0 2 IB0 = IBnfBg contains at least one).Lemma 4.5. If IB satis�es the placeable-split condition, then, with IB0, IB00, L as in 4.4 and r := L,I(IB) + rR = I(IB0); I:r = I(IB00);hence 0! R=I(IB00)! R=I(IB)! R=I(IB0)! 0:Proof: We begin with the claim that(4:6) L = \A2AA(IB0)nAA(IB)A:Indeed, any A 2 AA(IB0)nAA(IB) meets every B0 2 IB0 but fails to meet some B 2 IB00. On the otherhand, every b 2 L is placeable into this B, hence, there exists some Bb 2 IB with BbnB = fbg.Since L fails to meet any element of IB00 yet contains b, it follows that Bb 2 IB0, hence Bb is met byA, yet no element of Bb other than b can be in A (since A fails to meet B). Consequently, b 2 A,and, as b 2 L was arbitrary here, we conclude that L � A for any A 2 AA(IB0)nAA(IB), hence Lmust lie in their intersection. On the other hand, since L itself is in AA(IB0)nAA(IB), the intersectioncannot be bigger than L.It follows that ideal(AA(IB); L) � ideal(AA(IB0));while the converse inclusion is trivial (since AA(IB) [ fLg � AA(IB0) ).This proves that I(IB0) = I(IB) + rR, with r = L.On the other hand, with this choice for r,I:r = I(IB00) = \B2IB00 PB ;since r 2 \B02IB0PB0 , while, for any B 2 IB00, L \B = ;, hence rp 2 PB if and only if p 2 PB .In view of (4.3), the lemma implies the following.Corollary 4.7. Under the placeable-split condition 4.4,(4:8) dimK(IB) � dimK(IB0) + dimK(IB00);with equality if and only if Ext1(R=I(IB0); S) = 0.If the shell-condition holds, then IB00 is a singleton, while IB0 satis�es the shell-condition, hencethe induction argument is obvious.The induction argument is just as obvious when the tree-condition holds, since then both IB0and IB00 satisfy the tree-condition. 7



Under either condition, induction gives the basic inequality(4:9) dimK(IB) � XB2IBdimK(fBg):The tree-condition is explicitly stated in terms of a particular IB-tree. Also the shell-conditionleads to a tree whose nodes consist of subsets of IB, with each nonterminal node the disjoint unionof its two children. However, the resulting tree is a very simple tree, since each nonterminal nodehas at least one leaf among its two children.Finally, at the root level, both the tree-condition and the shell-condition are special cases ofthe placeable-split condition. This suggests the following more general tree-condition:Split-Tree-Condition. There is a placeable-split tree, i.e., a binary tree with the followingproperties:(i) The nodes are subsets of IB.(ii) Each node is either a leaf, in which case it contains exactly one element, or else its two childrenprovide a placeable split for it.(iii) IB is the root of the tree.Proposition 4.10. If IB satis�es the split-tree condition, then (4.9) holds.It is obvious that IB satis�es the split-tree-condition if and only if there is a placeable split forit, with both parts satisfying the split-tree-condition.Proposition 4.11. The split-tree-condition is equivalent to the shell-condition.Proof: We already observed that the shell-condition implies the split-tree condition. Forthe converse, let (B1; B2; : : :) be the ordering of the elements of IB as they appear, from left toright, on a placeable-split tree. If i < j, let bIB be the root of the smallest subtree containing bothleaves, Bi and Bj . Then, necessarily, Bi is in the left part and Bj is in the right part of the splitof bIB, hence Bi must contain some element, b say, not in any element of the right part, which isbIB-placeable into Bj . This implies that there exists B 2 bIB with BnBj = fbg, and, since b 2 B 2 bIB,B must be in the left part. In particular, we must have B = Bi0 for some i0 < j.Proposition 4.12. The tree-condition is strictly stronger than the shell-condition.Proof: We already observed that the tree-condition implies the split-tree condition. Onthe other hand, the converse does not hold in general, since IB may satisfy the shell-condition eventhough none of the elements of X is even placeable, as the following example illustrates.Example 4.13. Here is an example of a IB which is even equicardinal and which satis�esthe shell-condition (for the given ordering of its elements), but has no placeable element, hence, afortiori, does not satisfy the tree-condition. (The set obtained by leaving o� the last element inthe given sequence does satisfy the tree-condition.)In studying this example, it may be helpful to call b 2 X left-placeable into B 2 IB if, withB = Bj , there exists k < j so that BknB = fbg. In these terms, the shell-condition says that, forevery i < j, Bi contains some element left-placeable into Bj .The example uses X = 1234567 := f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g. Each item in the listing below is of theform (B;L;U), with B the particular element of IB, L the set of elements left-placeable into B,and U the set of elements that cannot be placed into B. If (Bj ; Lj ; Uj) denotes the jth term, thenthe shell-condition is equivalent to havingBi \ Lj 6= ;; 8i < j;8



while the tree-condition would imply that [jUj 6= X:The Uj 's given in the second row su�ce to verify violation of this condition.Here is the list: (123; ; 7); (234; 1; ); (245; 3; 6); (135; 2; ); (145; 23; 6);(236; 14; 57); (136; 25; 47); (457; 12; 36); (157; 34; 26); (247; 35; 16):As to the history of the shell-condition, it appears �rst (and unnamed) in [DDM: (7.6)]. Wegave it here this particular name since, as observed by R. Simon [Si], the condition is equivalent tothe shellability of the simplicial complex�nIB := fA � X : 9fB 2 IBg A \B = ;g:Given that the split-tree-condition is equivalent to the shell-condition, it is natural to askwhy one would ever consider stronger conditions, such as the tree-condition. One reason is thefollowing. While every placeable-split tree for IB provides the basic inequality (4.9), a proof ofequality depends, o�hand, on the particulars of the placeable-split tree used since there will beequality in (4.9) if and only if there is equality at every nonterminal node bIB of that tree. Equalityat the node bIB is equivalent to having Ext1(R=I( bIB0); S) = 0, and (su�cient) conditions for thelatter may well depend on the details of bIB.To make this point, we now relate quickly the results from [DDM] concerning equality in (4.9)and urge the reader to compare these with our results, especially Theorem 3.7.[DDM] de�ne an R-module M to be IB-pure if there exists a �ltration, i.e., an increasingsequence 0 =M0 � � � � �Ml =Mof submodules, so that, for each i, Mi=Mi�1 is isomorphic to R=PBi for some Bi 2 IB. Further, forany B 2 IB, PB is a prime ideal, hence the numbermMB := #fi : Bi = Bgis independent of the particular �ltration used. In particular, they remark that the R-moduleM(IB) := R=I(IB)is SS(IB)-pure, and that(4:14) mM(IB)B = 1; 8B 2 IB:A submodule N of a IB-pure module M appears in such a �ltration if and only if both, Nitself and the factor module M=N , are IB-pure. Any such submodule of a IB-pure module is calleda IB-submodule. Finally, if, for every IB-submodule N of the IB-pure module M , the restriction-homomorphism hom(M;S)! hom(N;S)is onto, then M is called (IB; S)-injective. 9



Lemma 4.15 (see [DDM: Lemma 7.2]). Assume that dimhom(I=PB ; S) < 1 for all B 2 IB.Then, a IB-pure module M is (IB; S)-injective if and only if(4:16) dimhom(M;S) = XB2IBmMB � dimhom(R=PB ; S):Proposition 4.17 ([DDM: Prop. 7.1]). If M is IB-pure, thendimhom(M;S) 2 XB2IBmMB � (dimhom(I=PB ; S)� [0;dimExt1(M;SIB)]):Moreover, if Ext1(R=PB ; SIB) = 0 for every B 2 IB, then Ext1(M;S) = 0 for every IB-pure moduleM . Here, SIB := fs 2 S : 9fn 2 INg 8fp 2 I(IB)g pn � s = 0 g = 1[n=1 \A2AAkerA(`)n:Also, note that, by (4.14), all the mMB appearing here equal 1 in the only case of interest here,namely when M =M(IB) = R=I(IB).This leaves the question under what conditions a module is IB-pure. This question is takenup in [DS] whose purpose it is to characterize a more general property introduced there calledcleanness. In the present context, the result of [DS] of immediate interest (see, also, [DDM: (7.6)])is the following (note that the prime ideal in R generated by the elements of some A � X, denotedin the present paper and in [DDM] by PA, is denoted in [DS] by PXnA).Proposition 4.18 ([DS]). The R-module M(IB) = R=I(IB) is IB-pure if and only if IB satis�esthe shell-condition.By Corollary 4.7, the condition Ext1(R=I(IB0); S) = 0 is equivalent to having equality in theinequality dimK(IB) � dimK(IB0) + dimK(IB00)obtainable for placeable splits IB = IB0[ IB00. Any time we have a placeable-split tree with all leavessingletons, we get (4.9). Consequently, if we actually get equality in (4.9), then there has to beequality at all the nodes in any available placeable-split tree.In particular, we know that the tree-condition gives such a placeable-split tree, and, if also thesolvability condition 3.5 holds, then Theorem 3.7 ensures equality in (4.9). It follows that, underthese assumptions, we must have Ext1(R=I( bIB0); S) = 0 for many bIB (namely for all the nodes bIBinvolving some restriction). However, we will not get Ext1(R=I(IB); S) = 0 under the solvabilitycondition 3.5, as shown by the following example.Example. Let X := f1; 2g, IB := fXg, `1 = `2 := ddx , and the linear space S be the space �of all univariate polynomials. Then, IB satis�es the tree-condition. SinceK(IBn1) = K(IBn2) = f0g,also the solvability condition 3.5 holds. However, the system`1? = 1`2? = 2has no solution in S, even though it is compatible. This implies, by [DDM: Remark 4.1], thatExt1(R=I(IB); S) 6= 0:10



However, even under the split-tree-condition, the conclusion Ext1(R=I(IB); S) = 0 is immediateif the following stronger solvability condition holds, which, by [DDM: Remark 4.1], is equivalent tothe assumption that Ext1(R=I(fBg); S) = 0 for all B 2 IB.Solvability condition 4.19. Any compatible basic system is solvable (note that being `special'is not part of the assumption).For, in this case, we have Ext1(R=I( bIB); S) = 0 for all leaves bIB of the given placeable-splittree. Hence, assuming by induction that, for a given node bIB of the tree, we haveExt1(R=I( bIB0); S) = 0 = Ext1(R=I( bIB00); S);we conclude from (4.2b) (true since (4.2a) holds) that alsoExt1(R=I( bIB); S) = 0;which �nishes the inductive proof of the following.Proposition 4.20. If IB satis�es the split-tree-condition, and Ext1(R=I(fBg); S) = 0 for all B 2IB, then Ext1(R=I( bIB); S) = 0 for any node bIB in any split-placeable tree for IB.5. An example: box splinesThe topic discussed in the present article was motivated by studies in spline theory, particularly,in box spline theory. In this section, we briey describe the pertinent spline problem, and discussthe relevance of the results of [BRS], [DDM] and the present article to that problem.A box spline is a compactly supported piecewise-polynomial function in d � 1 variables. Itis de�ned with respect to a spanning multiset of directions� � IRdn0as the function M� whose Fourier transform has the formdM�(!) = Y�2� Z 10 e�it��! dt:Our present interest is in the space ��of all polynomials that are writeable as a (necessarily, in�nite) linear combination of the integertranslates of M�. Speci�cally, we seek a formula fordim��that invokes directly the structure of the set � without requiring subtle information about theunderlying box splineM�. We are guided by the following characterization of �� from [RS]; in thecase when � � ZZd, this result is due to [BH]. 11



Result 5.1. With � and �� as above, let `�, � 2 �, be the directional derivative in the direction�, and let `A := Y�2A `�; A � �:Then, p 2 �� if and only if`A p = 0; all A 2 AA(�) := fA � � : ��nA = f0gg:The characterization of �� given in the above result may be useful only if one is able to decidewhether, for any X � �, the equality �X = f0g holds (or not). For that, the following (essentiallywell-known) result is useful:Result 5.2. Let X be a multiset of directions. Then �X = f0g if and only if there exists aninteger � 2 ZZdn0 such that � � � 62 ZZn0; all � 2 X:In order to connect the present setting with the general development detailed in the previoussections, we make the following suggestive de�nitions:De�nition 5.3. Let � be a direction set. We say that X � � spans if �X 6= f0g. A minimallyspanning set is a basis. The set of all bases in � is denoted by IB�.In terms of this de�nition, we realize that�� = K(IB�):The ultimate question we consider here is whether or not an equality of formdimK(IB�) = XB2IB� dimK(B);whose validity is established (under various assumptions) in the previous sections, is valid in thepresent setup as well.The following remark is helpful in this regard: in case � � ZZd, Result 5.2 easily shows thatX � � spans if and only if that set spans IRd in the standard linear algebra sense. Hence, in thatcase only, a basis is a linear algebra basis. In the general case, a set B � � is a basis only if itsrank is d, i.e., only if it contains a linear algebra basis. From that, one easily concludes that, forevery basis B 2 IB�, K(B) consists of the constants only and thusdimK(B) = 1; all B 2 IB�:This means that the equality we seek is of the form(5:4) dimK(IB�) = #IB�:We pause momentarily for a quick review of the history of this problem. Equality in (5.4) wasproved in [DM1] for the case when � � ZZdn0, and this result was the one that initiated the interestin this entire subject. Next, [BR] proved the general inequality(5:5) dimK(IB�) � #IB0�;12



with IB0� the bases in IB� whose cardinality is exactly d. In fact, though bases of cardinality > dexist (already for d = 2; cf. Example 3.12 of [RS]) such examples are the exception rather than therule, and the analysis of such cases seems extremely di�cult; for example, in terms of the notionsof the present paper, the existence of such large bases makes the special solvability assumptionhard to deal with. For these reasons, we assume here and hereafter that all bases in IB� have acardinality d. (Alternatively, we exclude from IB� all bases with cardinality > d, and estimate thedimension of the subspace K(IB�) of ��). With this assumption in hand, we already have thelower bound estimate (5.5), hence seek only a matching upper bound. We mention in passing thatthe proof of (5.5) in [BR] is done with the aid of exponential box spline theory combined with someideal theory basics, and is entirely disjoint from the approaches described in [DDM], [BRS] or thepresent paper. Indeed, in these latter approaches, the equality (5.4) is established by proving �rstthat dimK(IB�) � #IB0�:The required equality in (5.4) was already proved in section 4 of [BRS], under an assumptionon the structure of the set IB� that is stronger than the d-cardinality assumption we adopt here.Though we do not spell out here the nature of this stronger assumption, we do remark that (a):that assumption is equivalent to d-cardinality if d � 3; and (b): that assumption is shown in [BRS]to imply the IE-condition, or, in the present terms, the tree-condition, hence (by (b) of Theorem3.7)) the desired equality (5.4) holds for this case.However, for d = 4, we present below an example that violates the structural assumption of[BRS]. It is natural then to ask the following: assuming attention is restricted, as already mentioned,only to bases with cardinality d, does the set IB� necessarily satisfy the tree-condition? We answerbelow that question to the negative. A subsequent question is then whether IB� must satisfy theshell condition. The answer, unfortunately, is still negative. In fact, in the counterexample we givebelow, �� = K(IB�) is the space of all linear polynomials in 4 variables, hence is of dimension 5.On the other hand, IB� consists of two disjoint bases, each with exactly 4 elements. Thus, (5.4)simply fails to hold here, and new ideas are needed for connecting dim�� to �.Example 5.6. Let� := 264 0 0 3 0 0 2 3=2 3=20 0 0 3 1=2 1=3 1 1=20 2 3=2 3=2 0 0 3 01=2 1=3 1 1=2 0 0 0 3 375 = [1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8]:Note that the last four columns of � are obtained from the �rst two by interchanging the �rst twowith the last two rows. It is easy to see that B1 := f1;2;3;4g is a basis, i.e., that for any integer� 2 ZZ4n0, there exists � 2 B1 such that � �� 2 ZZn0: By symmetry, B2 := f5;6;7;8g is also a basis.Since these two bases are disjoint, every set in A 2 AA(IB�) must contain at least two elements,hence the corresponding di�erential operator `A annihilates all linear polynomials. This shows that�� contains indeed all linears. We will show now that IB� consists only of the two bases B1 andB2. This will prove that (5.4) fails to holds here, implying thereby that the shell condition fails tohold here; a fortiori the tree-condition is not valid here.Recall, from Result 5.2 and De�nition 5.3, that X � � spans if every � 2 ZZ4n0 is coveredby some � 2 X in the sense that � � � 2 ZZn0. In order to prove that only B1 and B2 are bases,we prove that any subset X � � containing neither B1 nor B2 cannot be spanning. Since, forany such subset X, there must be � 2 B1nX and � 2 B2nX, it is su�cient to show that, for any(�; �) 2 B1 �B2, there exists � 2 ZZ4n0 which is only covered by � and �. This is evident from the13



following calculation:2666666666664
1 2 1 21 0 1 20 1 1 21 1 1 2�1 0 0 30 0 1 01 1 1 00 1 0 10 0 0 1

3777777777775 � � =
266666666666664
6 16 39 51 6 16 39 516 16 39 15 0 12 27 456 16 21 33 3 2 24 396 16 39 33 3 14 33 489 6 0 9 0 �12 �9 450 12 9 9 0 0 18 00 12 27 27 3 14 33 123 2 6 21 3 2 6 213 2 6 3 0 0 0 183 14 33 30 3 14 33 30

377777777777775 =6which, for each pair (i; j) 2 B1 � B2 with i + 4 � j, exhibits an integer vector � covered by nocolumn of � other than i and j.All the other �'s needed are obtained by symmetry; for example, to �nd an � covered onlyby 2 and 5, start with the vector (1; 0; 1; 2) which, by the above, is only covered by 6 and 1 andinterchange its �rst two with its last two entries.References[BH] C. de Boor and K. H�ollig (1982/83), \B-splines from parallelepipeds", J. Analyse Math. 42,99{115.[BR] C. de Boor and A. Ron (1991), \On polynomial ideals of �nite codimension with applicationsto box spline theory", J. Math. Anal. Appl. 158, 168{193.[BRS] C. de Boor, A. Ron, and Zuowei Shen (1996), \On ascertaining inductively the dimension ofthe joint kernel of certain commuting linear operators", Advances in Appl. Math. 17, 209{250.[DDM] W. Dahmen, A. Dress, and C. A. Micchelli (1996), \On multivariate splines, matroids, andthe Ext-functor", Advances in Appl. Math. 17, 251{307.[DM1] W. Dahmen and C. A. Micchelli (1985), \On the local linear independence of translates of abox spline", Studia Math. 82, 243{263.[DM2] W. Dahmen and Charles A. Micchelli (1989), \On multivariate E-splines", Advances in Math.76, 33{93.[DS] Andreas Dress and Robert Simon (1993), \A new algebraic criterion for shellability", Beitr�agezur Geometrie und Algebra 34, 45{56.[JRS] Rong-Qing Jia, S. D. Riemenschneider, and Zuowei Shen (1992), \Dimension of kernels oflinear operators", Amer. J. Math. 114, 157{184.[RJS] S. D. Riemenschneider, Rong-Qing Jia, and Zuowei Shen (1990), \Multivariate splines anddimensions of kernels of linear operators", in Multivariate Approximation and Interpolation,ISNM 94 (W. Haussman and K. Jetter, eds), Birkh�auser (Basel), 261{274.[RS] A. Ron and N. Sivakumar (1993), \The approximation order of box spline spaces", Proc. Amer.Math. Soc. 117, 473{482.[S] Zuowei Shen (1991), \Dimension of certain kernel spaces of linear operators", Proc. Amer.Math. Soc. 112, 381{390.[Si] R. S. Simon (1992), \The Combinatorial Properties of Cleanness", dissertation, Universit�atBielefeld (Germany).
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